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Editor’s Preface

In 1918 Oswald Spengler unleashed a Titan.  The world has yet to
catch up with the complex and prophetic nature of his two-volume
work, The Decline of the West.  Perhaps the West no longer has the
reserves of talent, patience and historical intuition necessary to
reap the fullest rewards of such a book.  If we should
optimistically believe otherwise, then we are still posed with a
unique set of problems: namely, Spengler is too much of a
psychologist for the historians and too much of a historian for the
philosophers.  If Nietzsche had written a book on history he
undoubtedly would have met with the same academic complaints
so often pitched witlessly in Spengler’s austere direction. 

In fact, it is almost an absurdity in the first place, that for such a
very, very long time the “true” historians have done so little with
history.  They have chronicled it as if chained to an industrial loom
while wearing a blindfold…an existential blindfold.  The reason
you will still be reading Oswald Spengler in 500 years and not
Sartre or Camus or Heidegger is because without Spengler there is
no Sartre, no Camus and no Heidegger.  In fact, the entire oeuvre of
existentialism as we know it can all be read from Decline of the
West.  Sartre’s take on it is so devious for his having omitted
everything that makes a human life historical, fated and cultural. 



Spengler does more than just bandy about with cultural relativism
as if it were a fad or a shoulder shrug.  For Spengler, the vital reality
of culture not only shaped the questions a person might ask, but
more poignantly, it a priori dictates a person’s ability to even ask
questions in the first place.  Cultural reality didn’t just mean a
diversity of possible cultures, but an absolute non-coincidence and
un-translatability of cultures so long as the identity of each cultural
group was not a mask or a costume, but a lived reality and
metaphysical conception of life.  Even a culture’s mathematical
aptitude played a part in a given demographic’s ability to reason,
understand and solve problems.  Cultures capable of algebraic
functions and calculus were not just slightly different—they were
empirically incompatible with classical and pre-mathematical eras. 
If we should imagine our own era as Post-Modern, then this too
has a correlate in the uncertainty principles in mathematics,
physics, and psychology.  Our ability to understand ourselves and
others is indeed relative to our situated bias, but once again, so too
is there a myriad variety of cultural and metaphysical thoughts
utterly incompatible and unthinkable—if not unspeakable—while
maintaining a Western tongue and Western bias.  We cannot glibly
hop scotch between existential realities; more likely we are totally
barred from a great many cultural and psychological experiences. 
An attempt at celebrating diversity is either the crudest possible
act of arrogance or it is a Nihilistic leveling of all cultural
awareness; Horizons of historical meaning cannot survive a
democratic relegation to our modern museum exhibits and folk re-



enactments.  When this is the case, it is not culture we are
celebrating, but naïve destruction; in its wake, the culture of the
nameless, the culture of the technocrats and devitalized civilians
feel nothing but alienation and inscrutable contradiction on all
sides.  It is far too late to protest or reclaim anything…such would
be a naïve and pointless venture.  The culture of the multiple is
already upon us.  The multiple is both a dragon and a death knell. 
The old echoes of the past only serve to confuse us with things no
longer possible; with worlds no longer existent.  It is for this reason
that an untimely thinker like Spengler is so desperately needed in
the 21st century and beyond.  Because Spengler has straddled two
epochs, he offers us the contrast which we newly born inhabitants
of the world are incapable of understanding on our own.  Also for
this reason, Spengler will leave an acidic taste in the mouths of
nearly all who read him.  He is not of our time.

A few concrete examples are in order; and before that, a word of
warning: Firstly, we have endeavored to make the language of this
edition as “gender neutral” as possible…but we have done so for a
very specific purpose.  At times when Spengler is addressing
anyone and everyone it seemed permissible to eliminate the gender
pronouns because these portions of his work originally read with a
very heavy male bias otherwise, and it would be this editor’s hope
that in changing these types of passages, Spengler’s clever ideas
might reach a wider audience for which they were no doubt
intended…Meanwhile, we must also place a caveat on this



tinkering: sometimes Spengler intends to sound Chauvinistic or
make specifically masculine, ‘boys club’ sorts of comments…
especially regarding war or cruelty.  We have not endeavored to
censor the author’s voice.  Also, there are several instances where
Spengler is speaking to ‘Mankind’ as a whole, as a species, and we
have been a bit more liberal with the species Man purely from a
poetic standpoint, since ‘Humankind’ reads a bit clumsy in its
pronoun variations, which, in all honesty are extremely annoying
to substitute without upsetting the entire cadence of the
sentences…we are, after all, dealing with the aphoristic style here,
and if the cadence doesn’t ring out in a musically memorable way,
it basically stops being an aphorism and sounds more like a tongue
twisted, haltingly pathetic trainwreck…the editor assumes full
responsibility for having both meddled and not meddled with
Spengler’s gender pronouns…to some we shall have not gone far
enough, to others, we may already have marred them.  Hopefully
the reader will have patience for both sides of the dilemma.

The Second major annoyance reading Spengler is the fate vs. free
will dilemma and the corollary God vs. Atheism dilemma.  In
Spengler, the reader will not really understand at first glance which
side of the fence Spengler is on.  To the unprepared reader, he
seems to flip flop.  To the psychologist however, this is not the
case.  Spengler conceives of cultural circumstances (nature) and
genetics (nature) as that which free will plays with and works
from…but also, much more than that, since, genetics is also the



aptitude of free will and the culture is also the ‘horizon’ of what
can actually be attempted, felt, thought or expressed…so in the
end, the “free will” is for Spengler a curiously situated and
constrained sort of will, not lacking in dignity or surprise, but also,
not really worth positing in a vacuum either.  Regarding the
religious issue, there are a few moments when Spengler waxes
mystical, but a few of these instances are somewhat paradoxical in
a sardonic and Nietzschean way; for instance:

35
Fear of the invisible…characterizes the peculiar nature of all
religion…The “invisible God” is the highest expression of human
transcendence.

But then later on we have more sincere declarations such as:

43
This alone: to know that there are mysteries, that the world is a
single impenetrable mystery.
 
Theist and atheist alike will perhaps have difficulty with such
passages, but again, these are just one of many idiosyncrasies
which make Spengler enjoyable on so many levels.

The third major annoyance reading Spengler is the issue of timing. 
This edition of aphorisms was originally published in Germany,



1941.  In his work, Hour of decision, Spengler refused to support
Nazi ideas and was ostracized from the Nazi party as early as
1933 for his pessimism about Germany and Europe’s future.  Even
so, the cultural taint of the era has besmirched Spengler’s entire
oeuvre…and rightly it should, considering Spengler’s own repeated
assertion that cultural milieu and timing are a hugely determining
force on the scope of individual expression.  At the same time
Spengler was the foremost pessimist and Nihilist of his era, he was
also somewhat ‘tradition minded’ and if he managed to keep some
of his conservative predilections out of his Decline of the West, he
speaks more candidly in these 1941 aphorisms…but these too are
a source of comparison for the modern and perhaps more liberally
minded reader…especially where Spengler explores some of the
existential and spiritual implications of Communism in comparison
with property ownership, individual dignity, national loyalty,
economic struggle etc.  Spengler repeatedly opens new territory
and new horizons of discussion on what it means to have a cultural
past, a cultural present and a cultural future.  If Germany in 1941
happened to already be taking nationalism to an insane and
catastrophic outcome, Spengler’s little posthumous aphorisms are
not really to blame.  The fear however, is to even read any German
circa 1941…but to purposely avoid Spengler on that account is
just about as absurd as those who would somehow blame
Nietzsche for World War II.  Spengler himself would say to us, it is
not people who have dangerous ideas, it is the dangerous ideas
which happen to co-arise with the way in which cultures



themselves shift and change.  In final account, we might actually
understand World War II more accurately if we look for a moment
what Germany’s foremost cultural critic was thinking at the time of
the war.  Where Spengler mentions “race” he usually does so in a
neutral way, but in a few instances he puts a harsh connotation in
keeping with the fervor of his era, that is, the imagined destiny of a
group of people, for not only political, but spiritual reasons…but
isn’t that historically, quite common? Spengler is partly a
frightening aphoristic commentator because he is for the most part,
a meticulous and level-headed person. 

All numbered aphorisms in this edition correspond with their
equivalent number in the German Edition.  A few have been
omitted for redundancy.  One has been omitted for inanity…and
we were tempted to omit four others for their mild inanity, but
they remain…Enjoy!



On Fate

1
Life does have a goal.  It is the fulfillment of that which was
established at one’s birth.



2
The first thing that confronts a person as inescapable—mind
cannot comprehend it nor will alter it—is the time and place of
one’s birth; everyone is born into a nation, a religion, a time, a
culture.  But with this everything is already determined.



3
We are persons of a particular century, nation, society, type. 
These are the necessary conditions that enable us to lend meaning
and depth to existence, and that enable us to act either by deeds or
by words.  The more we fill these boundaries, the more effective is
our influence.  Plato was Athenian, Caesar a Roman, Goethe a
German; that they were these things first and foremost was the
prerequisite to their historical influence.



4
Each person is born with a given nature and a set of possible tasks
within which free choice is legitimately theirs.  What by nature he
or she is capable of determines the extent of personal happiness or
unhappiness, greatness or cowardice, tragedy or absurdity. These
have to do primarily with one’s life and only secondarily with
whether or not one’s life has historical significance.



5
Fate is who one is, where one is born, in which year, in which
nation, in which class, with which body and soul, with which
character traits.

The Tragedy of the individual lies in the conflict between these
internal and external circumstances.  The individual’s manner of
dealing with them marks his or her rank, whether proud, craven,
common, great, law unto oneself or lawless.



6
Only youth has a future and is the future…He or she whose
exuberance moves them toward something in life need not be
conscious of purpose or gain.  One feels oneself to be the reason
and justification for what will happen.  This faith in the stars that
never left Caesar and Napoleon, or any other great individual of
action, underlies, despite the melancholy of youth, every
childhood, all young generations, nations, and cultures.



7
What we do we must do.  Our free will is fate.



8
Free will is a feeling, not a fate.



9
Every act is fate disguised as will.



10
Whether or not one believes in freedom of the will does not matter
to the active individual.  What does matter is the conclusion one
draws from this belief or disbelief; there one can be recognized as
weak or strong.  Everything is predetermined: therefore this great
task is determined for me.



11
The individual is free.  One does what one wants to do.  But the
great individual wants what the present wants, namely, the future.



12
The great individual lives in such a way that their existence is a
sacrifice to their idea.

The meaning one gives to his or her own life is a measure of one’s
self-respect.



13
One who creates feels that one is free.  There is freedom in every
act.  Every act, even the unsuccessful one, is essentially a victory
for free will.



14
Given a great historical situation, the first person on the scene can
lead; lacking one, even the greatest individual cannot find their role.

Thus great individuals and historical figures are different.



15
Among the world shakers are very few geniuses, and only a few
geniuses have shaken the world: most of those whom chance
placed on the stage were less than geniuses.



16
The most bitter thing in life is to have to say that one is not equal
to a task, that one is not a great scholar, soldier, or artist.  But inner
dignity demands that one say it.



17
Only in suffering is the merit of a human being revealed: under the
blows of fate, in calamity, amid your shattered plans and hopes.



18
There are men who are not worthy of great suffering.



19
The character of a nation is the product of its fortunes.  In the last
analysis it is not the land, the climate, the sky and the sea, the race,
or the blood that brings it forth.  These elements are merely the
material from which the blows of history forge a shape.

In history, torments more than successes mold character.



20
One does not elude fate by closing one’s eyes, renouncing, fighting,
or fleeing it.  These are merely other means of fulfilling it.  Ducunt
volentum fata, nolentem trahunt. (Trans: Fate leads the willing and
drags the rest…)



21
Everything that happens happens but once, cannot be reversed,
and never can recur: this is the way in which fate is perceived by
the human eye.



22
Chance is the manifestation of fate that seems meaningless to the
human mind and does not fit into any “system.”



23
“Everything is chance” and “Everything is inevitable” mean the
same thing.  In all of history everything is both chance and
inevitable.



25
Development entails completion.  Each development has a
beginning, each completion an end; youth entails old age, life entails
death.



26
An individual who has a great task to carry out cannot be halted by
misfortune as long as that destiny is not yet fulfilled.



27
I do not believe in “chance”—winning a lottery, for example—will
ever affect the historical success of the life of a truly great man. 
Such things occur only to insignificant men.  Fate does not make
such blunders; every great man is conscious of this.  He thinks he
is “bullet proof” as long as he and his work are still indispensable. 
A Nietzsche becoming a millionaire at Monte Carlo, or Goethe a
cripple due to a carriage accident—these are impossibilities.



28
Nothing can ever be revoked once it has become a fact.  After a
decisive political turning point…all men must continue in that
direction, whether or not they desired it.  It would be short-sighted
and cowardly to refuse.  What the individual does not want to do,
history will do with him…(On second thought, even facts can be
revised and overturned…Even our own re-printings and
translations fall to pieces or become gender neutral!  Re-vision is a
new fact…-editor)



29
One’s ethics is the intrinsic form of one’s active existence.  One
does not choose it; one does not even recognize it; one merely
executes it.  Indeed, this is so even among animals.  Where there is
will in a living being, there is also ethos.

One does not choose the ethics of one’s life.  One is born into it. 
One fulfills it or does not fulfill it.



30
This is our task: to make as meaningful as possible this life that has
been bestowed upon us, this reality with which fate has
surrounded us; to live in such a way that we may be proud of
ourselves; to act in such a way that some part of us lives on.



31
When a terrible misfortune befalls us, the amount of strength and
goodness within us is revealed.  When fate crushes a nation it
discloses her intrinsic greatness or lack of it.  Only extreme danger
reveals the historical rank of a nation.



On Religion

32
Sin and punishment, existence as penance, a new life beyond this
world, and a redemption that will end all fear of death—these
thoughts are linked with death.  Unlike the animal, we possess a
philosophy of life derived from the knowledge of death.



33
The animal, bound by its thinking to the present, does not know or
foresee death as something in the future, threatening it.  Animals
know the fear of death only at the instant of being killed.  But
human beings, whose minds are freed from the fetters of the here
and now, whose thoughts rove broodingly over yesterday and
tomorrow, the “once” of the past and “someday” of the future, is
aware of death in advance.  Whether or not one overcomes this fear
of the end depends upon the depth of one’s being and their
philosophy of life.



34
The fear of death is the origin not only of all religion but of all
philosophy and science as well.



35
Fear of the invisible…characterizes the peculiar nature of all
religion…The “invisible God” is the highest expression of human
transcendence.



36
If there were a single, eternally true religion, the history of religion
would be an impossible conception.



37
That religion is eternal and true for each man which fate has
determined for him at the time and place of his birth.  With it he
feels; from it he forms the views and convictions of his lifetime.



38
Only the higher individual is creative; this kind can pray.  The
beggar is a slave of science. 



39
Awe of the mystery lies at the end of all striving for knowledge. 
One who does not experience this awe was not worthy of the
quest.

One who truly knows, relinquishes their claim to knowledge.  That
which remains at the end of our striving and searching is either a
belief in a final revelation or a belief that the door to truth is forever
closed.



40
To believe one must have a simple soul.  That alone is grace.



41
Rationalism means faith in the power of critical thought, the
“intellect.”  The credo quia absurdum expressed the truth that the
comprehensible and the incomprehensible together constitute
reality, a reality that the intellect can penetrate no further than God
allows.  Irked rationalism created the concept of the irrational and
downgraded it precisely because of its incomprehensibility…For
rationalism only critical thought possesses value, and mysteries are
nothing but proofs of ignorance.



42
Faith is faith in the invisible.  Knowledge is faith in the visible.



43
This alone: to know that there are mysteries, that the world is a
single impenetrable mystery.

An age that loses this faith has lost its soul.  The mystery is held
to be nothing but temporary obscurity, which the inquisitive spirit
can unravel. 

Then begins insolent questioning.

‘What is the mystery?’ is a relevant question.  What lies hidden
“behind” the mystery is an impudent question.



44
Knowledge is only a later form of faith.



45
Systematic logic is foreign to religious feeling and remains so, no
matter how hard the priests try to systematize their rites and
dogmas.

For this reason the real faith of peasants, seafarers, petty
bourgeois, soldiers, and noblemen is completely illogical.



46
To believe in something and to conceptualize it are antithetical.  He
who defines God is already an atheist.  So is he who proves his
existence.



47
Everything becomes small when the intellect attacks it.



48
Proofs for the existence of God are blasphemy.



49
The essence of a religion is perhaps most clearly recognized in
what it does not tolerate.



50
When it comes to essential things, no one is tolerant.



51
The born politician, surrounded by his world of facts, scorns the
ivory tower thinking of the ideologist and ethical philosopher—and
he is right.  The believer regards all historical ambition and success
as sinful and without eternal value—he, too, is right.  A ruler who
wants to bend religion to his political or practical end is a fool.  A
moralizer who wishes to bring truth, righteousness, peace or
reconciliation to the world is also a fool.  No faith has ever
transformed the world, and no fact can ever refute faith.



52
History teaches that the individual ego does not matter; religion
preaches the opposite.  Therein lies the mutual lack of
understanding between historical and religious powers.



53
All young sects are fundamentally opposed to state and property,
prejudiced against class and rank, and infatuated with universal
equality.  Conversely, every revolutionary movement has the
involuntary and often unnoticed tendency to assume the form of a
cult.  The cult of reason in the French Revolution is a well-known
example.  Lenin’s mausoleum is another.



54
The unique element that enabled early Christianity to rise above all
the religions of Arabian culture was the figure of Jesus…Whoever
at that time read and heard the story of his sufferings—the last
journey to Jerusalem, the anxious Last Supper, the hour of despair
at Gethsemane, and the death on the cross—must have found all
the legends and holy adventures of Mithras, Attis, and Osiris flat
and empty.



55
Christianity is the only religion in history in which the fate of a
man in a particular time has become the focus of all creation.



56
Jesus was no moralizer.  To see ethics as the ultimate purpose of
religion is to misunderstand it.  That is a characteristic of the
nineteenth century, of “the Enlightenment,” of humanitarian
Philistinism.  To ascribe social aims to Jesus is a blasphemy.



57
The repudiation of property by the early Christian community is
the greatest possible antithesis of all “social-mindedness”: such
convictions arise, not because earthly goods are everything, but
because they are nothing; not out of love for the pleasures of this
world, but out of utter contempt for them.  But of course there
must have been something compared to which all earthly
happiness was nothing.



58
A truly religious soul ignores all social issues.  The things of this
world seem so unimportant to it that it places no value upon their
reform.  No genuine religion wants to improve the world…What
does the torment and living anguish our soul have to do with
communism?  A religion that is concerned with social problems has
ceased to be a religion.



59
True morality is absolute, eternal, complete, and ever the same.  At
bottom there is always a certain negation of life in it:  restraint,
renunciation, self-denial to the point of asceticism.  This is
expressed in the very syntax used:  religious morality contains
negative commandments.



60
The highest virtues attainable are heroism and saintliness:  great
affirmation or great renunciation.



61
The hero is indifferent to death and the saint indifferent to life.



62
In religious compassion the spiritually strong gives of his strength. 
The compassionate man destroys something within himself.



63
In order to subdue desire one must have desire.  For this reason
monasticism in the grand style can exist only in times of war and
chivalry; the warrior turned ascetic best symbolizes the complete
victory of the spirit over life, not the born dreamer and weakling,
who by nature belongs in the monastery.



64
In reality, the depth of a religion depends upon the personality of
the one in whom it resides.  Without the pious layman even the
best theology cannot survive.



65
The Faustian penance…contains the concept of individuality…for
each man executes this penance for himself alone.  He alone can
search his conscience.  He alone stands penitent before the eternal;
in confession he alone must understand his individual past and
articulate it; absolution—the liberation of his ego for fresh,
responsible action—also follows for him alone.  Baptism is
completely impersonal.  One receives it because one is a person,
not because one is this person.  But concept of penance
presupposes that each deed obtains its unique value only through
the individual who does it.



66
One ought to be a hero or a saint.  The commonplace, not wisdom,
lies between.



67
The Last Judgment is a beautiful idea.  And if we do not believe in
it, we should still live in such a way that we could pass the test.



On the Soul

68
There is no “Man as such,” as the philosophers prattle.  There are
only men and women of a given time, place, race, and type, who
succeed or are defeated in battle with a given world, while the
universe in divine indifference abides.  This battle is life.



69
Our present conception of primitive man is a caricature.  The city
dweller in his arrogance regards intelligence as the highest asset—
not the shrewdness of the peasant, but the intelligence of the
literati—and things of primitive man as an idiot, hairy (because one
is clean-shaven now), loutish, brutal, clumsy in his walk.  Because
the ape is repulsive to him it seems a good model for the image of
this man, and every blockhead can feel that he has developed a
great deal since then.



70
Man is no simpleton, “naturally good” and stupid, no half-ape
with technical propensities as Haeckel described him and Gabriel
Max painted him…On the contrary, his ways are those of a
magnificent, bold, cunning, cruel beast of prey.  He lives by
attacking killing, and destroying.  He has wanted to be master for
as long as he has existed.



71
The beat of prey is the highest form of mobile life.  It has the
maximum of freedom from others and for itself, the maximum
independence, the maximum of solitude, and the maximum need to
assert itself, fighting, conquering, and destroying.  The human
species ranks high because man is a beast of prey.



72
I do not downgrade man to the level of animal; rather I reject the
contempt with which man looks upon the animal.  Plants and
animals are as noble as man.

According to his own values man labels other beings as high, low,
common, noble, proud, enemies, vermin, worms.  Entire
symbolism have evolved from man’s soul.  Every species of animal
reflects a hidden trait of the human soul.



73
The merit of a man’s life depends on his strength, his “will” or
whatever else one may choose to call it.  And his deeds are the
expression of his will.



74
Will is rational impulse.



75
To have will is to be strong.  Individuals without clear historical
identity lack will.*

(*The original version of this passage is one of the harsh examples
of Spengler ’s era, and perhaps his own private conviction as well. 
The original wording is: ‘To have will is to be strong.  Men
without race lack will.’ Here we encounter a paradoxical position:
wherever sentiments of ‘race ideology’ remain unconscious they
remain dangerous; but so also, wherever such sentiments revert
into ‘clear historical identities’ they have become too conscious, too
devitalized, and too logically arbitrary to remain binding.  It would
seem modern, rational democracies shall always live in the shadow
of human irrationality and psychological undercurrents.  For better
or worse, both aspects of this theme are examined throughout the
remainder of these aphorisms. -Editor)



76
The more “race” or ethnicity an individual feels, the more
pronounced is his self-consciousness.  He can voluntarily sacrifice
his ego to a cause.  Coercion destroys the noble man; it suits the
common man because he wants to escape his ego.



77
What is the opposite of a soul of a lion?  The soul of a cow. 
Members of a herd, lacking strong individual souls, make up for it
with their large numbers, common feelings, and mass actions.



78
Fear abolishes individuality and crowds the “I’s” together.  But the
superior man whose bloodline is strong wants to be “I” not “we.”



79
The less one needs others, the more powerful one is.



80
The life of an animal is continual strife, and its tactics, its conquest
of or submission to “the other,” whether animate or inanimate
nature, determine the history of its life, whether its fate will be to
endure history from another or be history for others.



81
Man makes history; woman is history.

The reproduction of the species is feminine: it runs steadily and
quietly through all species, animal or human, through all short-lived
cultures.  It is primary, unchanging, everlasting, maternal, plant-
like, and cultureless.  If we look back we find that it is
synonymous with life itself.



82
Granted that humans are the heir of preceding generations, they are
still a product and expression of the physical environment,
submitting to it or holding their own against it; nourished by the
earth and then returning to it.  The fate of the earth—to awaken in
the spring, to be whipped by rain and storms, to be flooded,
devastated, to die in the snow and ice—is also reflected in human
existence.  The harsh fate of having been born here developed
man’s strength of soul.



83
He who digs and plows wants to alter nature, not plunder it.  To
plant means to give, not take.  But thereby one becomes plantlike
himself—that is, a farmer.  One takes root in the ground that one
cultivates.



84
World history has been made by wanderers—not by settled
peasantry.  The open plains and the open seas have produced the
creators of peoples and nations and other great men of action. 
Peasantry endures history, which passes over it; the knight and the
seafarer make it.



85
What an animal does neither enriches its own life nor affects other
species.  But man, the inventive animal, has spread a wealth of
creative thought and action over the entire world.  This makes it
appear justifiable for man to call his short history “world history”
and to regard all the rest of nature as object, background, and
means.



86
Nothing so characterizes the difference between animal activity and
human action as the lighting of a fire.  Man sees how fire is
generated—cause and effect.  Many animals also see it.  But only
man invents…a method of producing it.  No other act illustrates
creativity so well.  It is the act of Prometheus.



87
What is the soul?  That question is already too abstract.  One must
ask: what is the soul of a beast of prey?  Too many people
consider the soul independent of the character and daily impulses
of the living being.



88
To separate soul and body is to have neither.



89
Everyone has a soul.  But the great individual—the truly significant
soul—is rare.



90
To comprehend is to see the commonplace—the obvious—
suddenly become oppressive or enigmatic.  So it is with death
when one comprehends that some day it will happen to oneself. 
Thus the comprehension of the inevitability of one’s own death—
and the consequences of this for one’s life—is something more than
the fear experienced by the animal, who sees only the danger of
death.



91
Not until it aches does one notice one’s soul.  Everyone should
remember this from his childhood.

This experience—together with the observation that at the death of
another “life departs”—has produced belief in the soul.



92
Only an awareness of a “you” makes possible the recognition of an
“I.”  This the “I” indicates that a bridge to another human being is
available.



93
Not only does speech unite two persons, it also maintains distance
between them.



94
In the presence of fire, man never feels alone.  The flames keep him
company.



95
“Conscience” and remorse are forms of fear.  He who is courageous
has a “good conscience.”  Whatever he does is good.



96
Animals too ask questions.  An animal examines an object, rolls,
pushes, mangles it; that is the kind of questioning that civilized
man converts into words.  There are practical and theoretical
questions, however.  Words belong primarily to theoretical
questions.



97
Life is action and suffering.  The more one knows, the deeper one’s
pain.



98
Pain is the great teacher and benefactor of mankind.  Through it
man has matured, learned pride, fame, courage, and reverence.  In
overcoming or running away from misfortune the noble and
common natures part.  Suffering avoided leads to emptiness.



99
Happiness is unexpected, rare, unlikely, brief, and blindly
appreciated.  The less humans have brooded about the nature of
happiness, or their right to it, the happier they have been.



100
Boredom lies behind our fulfilled hopes.  Not so for the animal,
which craves but does not hope.  Hope entails the concept of a
goal.



101
The idle animal falls asleep; the idle man broods.



103
For intellectual tension there is only one form of relaxation:
“amusement.”  Playing, lightheartedness, carnal pleasure,
intoxication…we no longer grasp their true meaning.  But in all
civilizations relief from work through its opposite—foolishness
consciously pursued—occurs.  For example, relief from spiritual
tension through physical sports; relief from physical tension
through intellectual games and wagers; relief from pure logic of
daily work through mysticism consciously enjoyed.



104
Humor forgives.  Satire despises.  Wit is but an intellectual game.



105
Cruelty exists only among civilized men: it is the conscious
inflicting of pain.



106
Only civilized humans practice cruelty.  Essential to cruelty is an
intellect that is conscious of the pain of others and inflicts it for its
own pleasure or empathizes with it.  Cruelty and compassion go
together.  An animal is not cruel because it does not comprehend
the pain of others, it does not empathize.



107
Animals and primitive humans are neither perverse nor licentious. 
Their Eros is in rhythmic harmony with the universe…Only
civilization has made a problem of eroticism, converted it into
unrestrained greed.



108
Hatred…requires respect for one’s opponent; acknowledgement of
equal rank is a part of it.  One despises beings of lower rank. 
Beings of lower rank envy the higher.



109
Pride is acknowledgment of the opponent.  The envious man wants
to belittle because he himself is low.



110
The opposite of noble is not poor, but common.



111
Sense of community and herd instinct are entirely different things. 
The possessors of the former sacrifice their egos, while the
possessors of the latter crawl together because they lack egos.



112
Proximity without necessity breeds hatred.



113
All great discoveries and undertakings spring from the joy strong
persons feel in moments of victory or success.  They are products
of individuality, not utilitarian thought.



115
Cowardice causes blindness.



116
The face is the focus of love and passion.  One loves only someone
whose face he cannot forget.



117
The youth knows everything.  The man doubts everything.  Only
the old man arrives at the certainty that he knows nothing.



118
Every deed changes the soul of the doer.



119
Enthusiasm requires only a human being; resignation requires a
man.



On the Meaning of History

121
I view the history of mankind as a brief performance, a short scene
in a long drama that began when there was no earth and shall end
long after we are gone.



122
Thunderstorms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, which destroy
life indiscriminately, are similar to the purposeless, violent events
of world history.  And even though ancient cities burn or fall into
ruin and nations perish, the earth continues to revolve serenely
around the sun and the stars remain on course.



123
History is a play—sublime, purposeless, tragic in its interlinking
of thought and action.  I find any other way of looking at things
unworthy.



124
“Mankind” has no more goal, purpose, or plan than the species
butterfly or orchid.  “Mankind” is either a zoological concept or an
empty word.  Let this phantom notion vanish from the form-
problems of history and a surprising wealth of real forms shall
emerge.



125
Human history is the aggregate biography of such “individuals” as
“antiquity,” “the Chinese culture,” and “modern civilization.”



126
History is conscious history.

The knowledge of goals, possibilities, means; the memory of
victories and defeats; the hope of happiness; fame as a form of
personal immortality—all this distinguishes history from mere
events, having a history from mere endurance of fate, making
history from mere indistinctive behavior.

Essential to history is a special and temporal landscape against
which planned past actions stand out in relief.



127
“Empires perish, a good verse lives on,” said W. von Humboldt on
the battlefield of Waterloo.  But the personality of Napoleon
formed the history of the following centuries.  Good verses?—von
Humboldt should have tried asking a roadside peasant about them
—live on in literature courses.  Plato is eternal—for philologists. 
But Napoleon rules over us all: our nations and armies, our public
opinion, our whole political existence—and all the more so the less
we are conscious of it.



128
History consists of countless individual fates.  No one is so small
that his little fate is not a part of it…But one can either have or be
fate.  To be part of the masses is to have fate.  And all we mean
when we speak of “great men” is that under certain circumstances
the private fate of the individual becomes so vast that it
encompasses others.  And this depends on chance.



129
He or she who makes history understands it to the extent that he 
or she makes it; a farmer that of his family and his village,
Napoleon that of his nations and his era.



130
Little as we know about the events of the future…one thing is
certain: the moving forces of the future will be none other than
those of the past—the will of the stronger, healthy instincts, race,
will to property, and power.  And hovering ineffectually over it all
will be dreams of justice, happiness, and peace—which will remain
dreams forever.



131
War is the way of all living things, and indeed to such a degree that
fighting and life are at bottom one and the same.  When the desire
to fight is extinguished, life is also extinguished.



132
History means that something happens, becomes different from
what it was, that conflict and opposition exist, are overcome, and
produce new conflict.  Thus history is battle.  Where there is no
opposition nothing happens.



133
The harsh necessity of war breeds men.  Nations grow to inner
greatness in competition with nations and in conflict with nations.



134
Life is pitiless.  Pity is an emotion known only to civilized man,
who would like to bring it into a world that he otherwise could not
endure.



135
There is no reconciliation in history.  He who believes that there is
must feel perpetual horror at the mad dance of events, and he only
deceives himself if he believes he can ever stop it through
covenants.  There is only one end to perpetual strife—death. 
Death of the individual, death of a nation, death of a culture.



136
Life is wealthy enough to waste individuals.  Countless seeds,
embryos, and children perish, often the best ones.  All that matters
is that enough remain to keep the species from dying out.



137
The common man wants nothing of life but health, longevity,
amusement, comfort—“happiness.”  He who does not despise this
should turn his eyes from world history, for it contains nothing of
the sort.  The best that history has created is great suffering.



138
Economic well-being is merely the foundation of all meaningful
existence.  Important is not that one is fit, well-nourished, and
fertile, but why one is so.  Historically, the higher the individual
climbs the further their political and religious will transcends
everything that a life of material well-being as such possesses.



139
It makes little difference whether one regards progress, technology,
“freedom,” “happiness of the majority,” or, on the other hand, the
flowering of art, poetry, and philosophy as the “meaning” and
“purpose” of history.  In either case one has not perceived that
history depends upon entirely different, more vigorous forces. 
The history of man is the history of war.



140
The Romans have taught us that times lacking genuine art and
philosophy can yet be mighty times.



141
The historical significance of the arts is overrated.  Important as
they have been, there was always something more important.  In
the history of the arts the significance of Grunewald and Mozart
cannot be overrated.  In real history—the history of Karl V and
Ludwig XV—one does not thin of the arts at all.  It may be that a
great historical event has awakened an artist.  The reverse has never
been the case.



142
An abstract ideal of justice runs through the mind and writings of
any man whose intellect is noble and whose blood is weak; through
all religions, all philosophies.  But history acknowledges only
success, which makes what is just for the strongest just for all.  It
rides mercilessly over all ideals, and whenever a man (or nation)
renounces power in the name of justice his theoretical fame in the
world of thought and truth is no doubt assured, but equally assured
is the moment in which he is crushed by another power that
understood realities better than he.



143
In history it is not idealism, goodness, or morality that reign—their
kingdom is not of this world—but rather resolve, energy, presence
of mind, and practical ability.  One cannot erase this fact with
laments and moral judgments.  That is the way man is; that is the
way life is; that is the way history is.



144
The depth of weltschmerz (world-weariness), which humans have
felt ever since they began brooding about the world itself,
lamenting the cruelty of life and the absurdity of history, derives
not from the substance of this world but from unhealthy thinking
about it.  It is a devastating comment on the human soul.  A deep
insight into life is not necessarily steeped in tears.



145
History is a sea of suffering, but it is only this that makes possible
noble life, proud hardship, heroic in endurance, scornful of
lamentation, and unacquainted with submission.



146
He or she who does not experience history as it really is—tragic,
pervaded by fate, and thus meaningless, aimless, amoral—is not in
a position to make history…The life of the individual is important
to no one but oneself; from the standpoint of history what matters
is whether he or she attempts to escape from history or make a
sacrifice to it.



147
Life is political in every instinctive impulse.  That which we call
vitality—that “something” in us that pushes us onward and
upward at any cost—the blind, cosmic drive for recognition and
power…is what manifests itself as political life among noble men,
forcing them toward great decisions.  For one grows or dies.  There
is no third possibility.



148
You are caught in the current of unceasing change.  Your life is a
ripple in it.  Every moment of your conscious life links the infinite
past with the infinite future.  Take part in both and you will not
find the present empty.



On the Historical Foundations of Thought

149
Every age, every county, every people has its own historical
horizon, and it is precisely in drawing faithfully the historical
picture demanded by one’s age that the qualified historian proves
one’s merit.



150
Truly experienced history whose rhythm is still felt never extends
back beyond the generation of one’s grandfather.  At that point a
new view of life begins, which is based upon tradition and
historical custom, and which subordinates direct emotional
involvement to an objective picture, clearly perceived and firmly
secured by long practice.



151
History is a picture of the world, in which man and woman see
themselves involved through birth, forefathers and descendants,
and which they try to understand through their own individual
feelings.



152
A thinker is a man who is destined to represent symbolically his
age through his own observation and understanding.  He has no
choice.  He thinks what he must think; for him ultimate truth is the
picture of the world born within him.  He does not invent this; he
discovers it within himself.  It is himself, his nature conceived in
words, the meaning of his personality formed into doctrine; it is
immutable for him because it is identical with his life.



153
Method is the way in which a mind arrives at a goal natural to it. 
Every genuine method already contains the result.



154
A great idea is an expression of the person who discovered it.  The
greater it is, the more subjective it is.



155
Nature should be dealt with scientifically; history—poetically.



156
The error of a great thinker is more valuable than the truth of a
mediocre one.  The more scientifically a philosopher works, the
less significant he is.  A great thinker can be a great man of science,
and so he often is, but the philosopher is never a scientist.



157
Philology, archeology, prehistory, ethnography, and psychology
are the sciences prerequisite to the writing of history.  One must be
familiar with all of them, but let no one presume that any one of
them touches the essence of human events.  Knowledge of these
sciences is the stuff of and the means to ultimate understanding,
not the understanding itself.



158
The science of prehistory, that is, history constructed from
nonliterary sources, is still little more than chronologically
classified commentary on museum exhibits.  One speaks of strata
replacing each other, of expanding or contracting ranges of
distribution, of migrating ornaments, verb forms and all kinds of
pottery as though they were jellyfish or caterpillars.  But it is not
consonants or pot handles that migrate, it is men and women, who
want something…All this erudition may be systematic.  History,
however, is in itself unsystematic, the unique, the personal, the
unforeseen.  History is fate.



159
Knowing history means foreseeing fate.  Writing history means
composing a tragedy.



160
Great historical writing…is not a “science”—just as genuine
philosophy is not a science—it is an art, a fusing of the observer’s
soul with the soul of the world.  At bottom it is identical with great
tragedy, epic poetry, and philosophy.  It is metaphysics.



161
Higher thinking, like art, is without purpose; it is an impulse that
must be followed.



162
Historical research in the broadest sense, including comparative
psychological analyses of nations, eras, and customs, is to the
souls of cultures what diaries and autobiographies are to
individuals.



163
There are not only individual beings, but individual situations and
events as well.  The historical event is the one that we see as
unique in the stream of events.



164
One can answer neither yes or no to the question whether “great
men” make history.  The formulation of the question is wrong
because it is based on a mechanical analogy; it calls to mind a causal
relationship between two distinct objects.  Concrete examples
reveal the confusion: the French Revolution, the Gothic period, the
Thirty-Years’ War.

It is a figure of speech and it is significant because it betrays the
Faustian instinct: history shall be the history of someone’s will. 
For this reason one finds “great persons” (as the expression of
great will) in written history wherever one finds great events.



165
I call understanding the world being equal to the world.



166
I see the merit of a thinker in an individual’s eye for the great facts
of their time.

A philosopher who does not grasp current reality and become fully
conversant with it will never be first rate…This is not the
substance of his philosophy, but it is a symptom of its necessity,
its fruitfulness, and its symbolic content.



167
The merit of a doctrine is determined solely by its necessity for
life.



168
There are no eternal truths.  Every philosophy is an expression of
its time and its time alone, and no two ages hold the same
philosophical concepts to be true—we speak here of real
philosophy, not of some academic jargon about categories of
judgment and feeling.



169
For every thinker there is one form of thought that is derived from
the same psychic origins as the thinker’s worldview and the
substance of this thought is closely linked with them.  As an
instinctive way of thinking and as an unconscious method of
selection and utilization of impressions of all sorts, it serves as
mediator between personality and system, in certain circumstances
even as an independent inducement to worthwhile ideas.

Thus, the form of thought and the doctrine itself are related.



170
To express a new philosophical idea is extremely difficult; this is
one of the instances in which we notice that language itself contains
philosophical presuppositions.



171
Language is philosophy.  When the mind puts into words what it
sees, by that very fact it unconsciously introduces metaphysics.



172
Ideas are of no eternal consequence.  The important thing is what
sort of a man thinks them.  The greater the man, the truer the
philosophy—just as the inner truth of a great work of art does not
depend on the proof or consistency of its parts.  At its best,
philosophy can exhaust the substance of an entire era, embody it,
and thus hand it over, in the form of a great personality, for further
development.



173
The task of a thinker is to interpret the world around us and to tell
us how we should conduct ourselves.



174
Unnatural thinking begins when man, instead of doing something,
sits down—sits, compresses his viscera, “in order to think.” 
Natural man thinks while he does something—walking, watching,
lying down, resting at night.  But sedentary thinking…produces
results that concern only other sedentary thinkers, who feed on
them in order to transmit them to other sedentary thinkers.



175
Life can exist without thought; thought is just one form of living.



176
Men who live by the pen, such as priests, philosophers, poets,
down to the literati of the great cities, would like to find the
meaning of history in the “spiritual battles,” religious, socio-
ethical, ideological, etc.  But as inner battles they remain in the soul
of the individual.  As soon as they become public they are used as
weapons in the political battles of real life.  It is not true that the
struggle for intellectual freedom dominated the eighteenth century;
it merely dominated the souls of Voltaire and others.  The French
Revolution exploited this inner struggle to stir up the masses.



177
Wise men—what have they meant in the course of the world? 
Nothing.  If they were well known their words were used, whether
understood or not was irrelevant, to express what the user had
already determined to do.  In addition they provided a topic for
professors and lecture halls where new professors grow up.



178
Nature hides herself from the obtrusive eyes of brooding men, and
the less respect for the mystery is in the research, the more
insolence and mockery there is in the researched world. 
Knowledge enlarges the unknown.



179
We know too much of that of which we can know nothing!  Science
is that which can be falsified.  If it were otherwise there could be
no scientific activity.

Philosophy can be called love of wisdom only as long as it stands
aloof from the sciences.



180
The plant lives and does not know it.  The animal lives and knows
it.  Man marvels at his living, questions, but cannot provide the
answer.  He can only believe in his answer, and in this respect there
is not the slightest difference between Aristotle and the lowest of
all savages.



On the State

181
A field of racehorses, surefooted, that takes the hurdles in elegant
style and moves across the plain with the rhythm of hoofs
unbroken is in form.  Wrestlers, fencers, and ballplayers, to whom
the most daring feats come easily and naturally, are in form.  An
artistic epoch, for which tradition is as natural as counterpoint was
for Bach, is in form.  An army such as Napoleon’s at Austerlitz or
Moltke’s at Sedan is in form.  Nearly everything that has been
accomplished in history, war, politics, diplomacy, tactics, or
strategy, whether by nations, classes, or parties, was accomplished
by individuals who were in form.



182
A national unity in form for actual and potential wars is a state.  If
the state is very much in form it wins the war by the sheer weight
of available power without using its weapons.  If it is not in form it
is continually defeated in its relations with other powers.



183
A “people” or “nation” is a unity of soul.  The great events of
history were not carried out by “peoples” or “nations”; they
brought them into being…The experience of “we” is what
distinguishes a people from a population.  The deeper this feeling,
its language, race, name, and country, but so long as its common
soul endures it will merge with men and transform them.



184
A nation is a community of men who feel as one.  Should this
feeling be extinguished, the nation’s name and every family in it
may continue to exist, but the nation will have died.



185
A nation or state is not a sum of individual men, but of clans or
families.  The individual is always physically and spiritually a
member of a family.  The house is the home of the family, and
“parents,” “children,” “ancestors,” and “grandchildren” are more
powerful notions than the notion “man.”

The rationalism of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has
forced this into the background.



186
Members of a tribe usually, though not always, are related by
blood.  Members of a nation always share a common idea.  Rome
was an idea.  It lasted long after the blood of that ancient race had
ceased to exist.  As it is with men, so it is with nations.  In the
course of life the body alters its elements, changing from youth to
old age, but the form remains the same.  Thus, nations may alter
everything—blood, country, language.  The form endures.



187
Even if the purpose of politics is to substitute intellectual weapons
for the sword, and even if the ambition of the statesman in a
civilized stat is to abolish the need for war, the original affinity
between diplomacy and war continues to exist.  The statesman
must employ the same tactics, the same stratagems; he must
recognize the necessity for background of material power to lend
weight to his operations.  His goal, too, remains the same: the
expansion of his own class or nation at the expense of others.



188
World peace…means renunciation of war by the majority.  But it
entails the unstated willingness to become the booty of those who
have not renounced war.  It begins with a wish for universal
reconciliation and ends with no one lifting a finger to help his
neighbor.



189
When ideas press for decision they disguise themselves as states,
nations, or parties.  They want to be fought out with weapons, not
with words.



190
One usually fights for one’s ideas.  War has always been a higher
form of human existence.  States exist for the sake of war; they
signify readiness for war.  And even if the members of a tired
lifeless civilization wish to renounce war and statehood, like the
peoples of the later centuries of antiquity and the Indians and
Chinese of today, they only become the victims instead of the
makers of wars.



191
To be healthy is to be fruitful.  And fruitfulness is political power.



192
Human law is always the law of the strong, which the weak must
obey.  When this law between tribes is thought to be permanent it
is called “peace.” Such a peace also exists within the tribe, so that
its power may be available for tasks directed outward: the state is
the internal regulation of a people for external aims.



193
Being in the right is an expression of power.



194
Law as the expression of power…emerges in its most undisguised
form in laws between nations, in peace treaties, and in that
international law that Mirabeau believed to be the law of the
strong, to which the weak are forced to adhere.  Many decisions
vital to history are expressed in laws of this sort.



195
The fate of a state does not depend on its abstract mission and
organization but on its internal authority, which in the long run
does not depend on material means, but on confidence in its
efficiency even on the part of its opponents.



196
The younger generation is worth only as much as the goal set
before it: that was Napoleon’s secret of the marshal’s baton in
every soldier’s knapsack.



197
Having a principle that allows born leaders to go where they are
needed; having a political education that awakens, trains, and brings
out pertinent abilities and suppresses opposing ones; developing a
tradition that accomplishes these things smoothly—that is the
purpose of every constitution, whether it is handed down by a
ruler or created by an assembly, whether it consists in articles or in
customs.



198
Who would have thought that history lessons and the political
education of the people are one and the same?



199
It doesn’t really matter what one writes into a constitution.  The
important thing is what the collective instinct eventually makes of
it.



200
The fate of a nation depends not upon laws or constitutions, ideals
and programs, not even upon moral principles or racial instincts; it
depends first and foremost upon the capabilities of the ruling
minority.



201
Those who know how to live, feel, act, and die in the name of their
nation are always individual groups.



202
When a nation rises up to fight for its freedom and honor, it is
always a minority that inspires the masses.

Suddenly all those individuals who yesterday felt that “we” meant
only their families, their professions, or perhaps their
communities, become men of their nation.  Their emotions and
thoughts, their egos, that “something” within them, all
transformed: they have become historical.
 
Then even the farmer, who is usually outside of history, becomes a
member of his nation; for once he experiences history and does not
merely let it pass over him.



203
The purpose of national organization is always and everywhere to
allow the nation to be in form for the external battle, whether
military, diplomatic, or economic.



204
The term “the masses” denotes only a negation, specifically of the
concept of community.



205
The degree of military power depends upon the quantity and
quality of industry.  Countries that are poor in industry are poor in
general.  They cannot afford armies and wars; they are politically
powerless; their leaders, as well as followers, are objects of the
economic politics of their opponents.



206
The nature of every great economic undertaking is political.  No
matter what its accomplishments are, everything above a certain
size has also a political aspect; and if someone abstains from
political action and thought, that, too, is an attitude of political
consequence.



207
There has never been a healthy economy without a strong political
base, although the theory of materialism teaches the opposite.



208
In the life of nations politics undoubtedly takes first place,
economics second.  A healthy economy cannot exist in a country
without a strong leadership in foreign policy.  Reversal of this
relationship is evidence of a sick nation.



209
Economic policy can be an important aspect of politics…but…not
a substitute for it.



210
Law is the way in which we live together in a state.  Law exists as
soon as something like a state exists, whether or not we are
conscious of it.  And the fact is that real (“natural”) law enters the
consciousness of the members of the nation only slowly,
fragmentarily, and incompletely, and, indeed, not when it is
complied with, but when it is broken.  Law is not consciously
understood until it is violated.



211
One is gravely mistaken if he believes that there could be any
“abstract” law entirely independent of politico-economic
interests…Every law expresses its author’s view of life, and every
historical view of life has a politico-economic tendency, which…
depends upon…that class in whose hands rests the actual and
legislative power.  Every law has been enacted by a special class in
the name of the general public.



212
The unspoken metaphysics of ancient legal concepts cannot be
reawakened by usage in the thinking of people to whom it is
foreign.  That which is most truly profound no law expresses,
because it is self-evident.  Law presupposes that which is
essential; it addresses men who innately understand and know how
to make use of the ineffable as well as the statutes.  To an extent
that cannot be overrated every law is a law of habit: the statute
may define the words; life interprets them.



213
Every law that has developed naturally is the result of duties.



214
Taxes are the way in which the income of the individual is reduced
to gain means for the livelihood of the whole.  The more duties the
whole takes on, because each man cannot or will not carry them
out for himself—protection of honor and property (law),
protection of life (foreign policy, war), securing the prerequisites
for economic prosperity (commerce)—the greater is the part taken
from the household of the individual and transferred to that of the
state, which saves it for him.  The policeman on the street saves
the individual the expense of his personal protection.



215
The state is larger than the tribe, whose members can congregate
anytime at a particular place; it has boundaries that cannot be
reached in a few hours and neighbors with whom some sort of
lasting agreements are necessary.  Thus, written rather than on-the-
spot verbal agreements are essential to the concept of a state.  A
tribe is inconceivable without a predominant language; a state,
without written communications.

Bureaucracy is as old as statehood itself.



On Leadership

216
The highest attribute…is not the ability to act, but the ability to
command.  Only this enables the individual to transcend himself
and to become the focal point of an active society.



217
To organize is to command.  The mind thinks and the hand
executes.



218
Where nothing is commanded, nothing is achieved.



219
Governing—making decisions, leading, commanding—is an art,
which, like any other art, presupposes talent.



220
The irresistible, barely conscious instinct of every individual with a
historical calling is to be the center of action, to shape nations and
ages in his own image, to take charge of history in order to place
his own nation or tribe in the forefront of events.



221
The great individuals are those who make history.  That which
appears “en mass” can be only the stuff of history.



222
The concept of the state is always linked with the concept of a
single ruler, and this connection extends deep into the animal
world.  It appears quite naturally and spontaneously in every
living group in all decisive situations, and is illustrated in every
popular conspiracy and every instant of sudden danger.  Such
groups are united in sentiment, but are blind.  They are only “in
form” for pressing events in the hands of a leader who suddenly
arises from their midst, instantly assumes command, and finds
unconditional obedience.  This occurs over and over again in the
development of nations and states.



223
Politics depends…upon personalities, not institutions.  Thus, as in
individual enterprises, trust in the economic system of an entire
nation depends on persons.



224
There are no politically gifted nations.  There are only nations who
feel very fit when a reigning minority has them firmly in hand.



225
The political talent of a multitude is nothing but confidence in
leadership.



226
The genuine statesman differs from the mere politician, the man
who plays for the joy of the game, the fortune hunter on the seas
of history, the avaricious and the socially ambitious, the peddler of
an ideology, in that he demands sacrifice and obtains it, because his
feeling that he is necessary to the age and the nation is shared by
thousands, who are transformed and made capable of deeds to
which they would not have been otherwise equal.



227
There are virtues for leaders and virtues for followers.  But the
essence and goal of genuine politics should be understood by
both…To prepare oneself to be led by great leaders, to be capable
of proud renunciation, to be prepared for impersonal sacrifice—
these, too, are German virtues.



228
There is a kind of commanding that makes of obeying a proud, free,
and noble habit.



229
He who has no ego to sacrifice cannot call himself a faithful
follower.  He merely tags along behind someone whom he has
burdened with responsibility.



230
Being a servant of the state is an aristocratic virtue; only a few are
capable of it.



231
A king is the visible expression of a national will.  Where the state
has no will there is no king.  Thus the Hellenic states became
republics while Sparta had kings; thus the Roman state had a
strong propensity for Caesar over and above the consuls and
dictators, and thus it was Napoleon who consummated the
revolution.



232
There is work for leaders and work for those who carry out their
commands…Whether a big game hunt or the building of a temple, a
military or an agricultural undertaking, the founding of a firm or the
founding of a state, a caravan, an insurrection, even a crime—first
there must always be an enterprising, inventive thinker who has
the idea, directs its execution, commands and distributes the work;
in short, one who was born to be the leader over others who were
not.



234
In an age in which individuals, not institutions, represent fate, even
a conquered and half-destroyed country can ascend overnight to a
position of great significance.



235
Every doer is born into an age and for an age, and this determines
the circumstances of his potential achievements.  To his
grandfathers and grandsons something else is given, and
consequently they have other goals and problems.  The circle is
constricted further by the limitations of his personality, the
characteristics of his nation, the situation and the men with whom
he must work.  A politician of the first rank rarely has to make
sacrifices because of his delusions about these limitations, nor does
he overlook anything that could be realized.



236
Even a strong statesman has very little influence upon political
methods, and he of all people should not delude himself about
this.  His task is to work with and within the existing historical
structure; only the theoretician is enthusiastic about inventing more
perfect forms.



237
Nine out of ten men who engage in politics want only to “realize”
their principles; they do not want to advance political life as it
really is.



238
Political success is only as great as the strength of inherited
tradition.  Politics is like every great art: success presupposes that
every action is completely in form and that the wealth of ancient
experience has become instinct and is as unconscious as it is
natural.  There is no other kind of mastery.  The great individual
becomes effective and master of the future only by working within
this structure.



239
The propensity for theory on the part of those who lack
experience finds literary expression in the tireless projection of
political, social, and economic systems and utopias, and finds
practical expression in the frenzy of organization, which becomes
an abstract end in itself and results in bureaucracies that die of their
own idling.

Rationalism is basically nothing but criticism, and the critic is the
opposite of the creator: he dissects and reassembles.  Conception
and birth are foreign to him.  Therefore his work is artificial and
lifeless and kills any life it encounters.



240
Great statesmen tend to act spontaneously with a sure feel for the
facts.  For them this is so natural that the possibility of considering
the fundamental principles behind their action—supposing that
such principles even exist—does not occur to them.  They know
what they have to do.  A theory about it suits neither their talent
nor their taste.



241
The main factor in practical success is not the rational analysis of
facts and situations, but the instantaneous perception of the
possibilities and applicable measures inherent in the situation. 
Every duel fought with cold steel, every skilled hunt, every game,
has its own perceptual logic, and it is this, not the logic of
philosophy, that is the logic of political success.



242
After wavering in a moment of difficult decision, a man of great
deeds, such as Napoleon, reaches a point where deliberation about
cause and effect proves insignificant and fate steps in.  Then
thinking can no longer help him; only his instinct, his belief in his
star.



243
In the art of politics and in the sensible reactions of the populace,
all great successes are the result of cool consideration, long silence
and waiting, strict self-control and above all renunciation of
intoxication and exhibitionism.



244
Only he who can hate is a man, and history is made by men. 
Decisions are hard and cruel, and he who believes he can temper
them with understanding and reconciliation was not made for
politics.



245
For overly enthusiastic men the danger lies in their excessively
simple view of the situation.  Enthusiasm is not compatible with
far-reaching aims.



246
Enthusiasm is a virtue for followers, a vice for leaders.  Intelligence
is more important than inspiration.



247
The revolutionary as well as the counter-revolutionary has to
know men.  He must sum up the moment coldly and deliberately. 
He must apply delicate diplomacy, not to diplomats and princes,
but to the masses, which are far more difficult to understand and
farm more sensitive to an error in tact.  In this respect popular
leaders tend to be infallible.



248
Whether someone is right or wrong is irrelevant to history. 
Whether he is in practice superior or inferior to his opponent
determines the outcome.



249
It is precisely in times of revolution that conservative groups hold
the erroneous belief, pregnant with consequences, that honesty,
flawless convictions, and warmth of sentiment can compensate for
a lack of intelligence.  Or, to be more exact, it is precisely because
of this lack of intelligence that the tactical superiority of the
opposing side, which always sets the cleverest minds against
established tradition or inherited prejudices, is not understood.



250
A revolution on the verge of breaking out always proves that
political tact was lacking on the part of the rulers and their
opponents.  What has to be done should be done on time, as a gift,
by means of which the ruling power secures confidence in itself,
not as a sacrifice, which only reveals weakness and arouses
contempt.



251
To overcome certain problems in domestic and foreign policy every
great country must have a class that thinks, feels, and acts
uniformly, without which a logical solution to these problems is
not possible.  Where there is no such class, politics soon becomes
dependant upon the presence of unusually gifted individuals.



252
The forms or functions of government…are, so to speak, the result
of the problems of the age interacting with the available stock of
talent.  They must be flexible enough for important persons to
realize full effectiveness of their talents, but restricted enough to
encourage the simultaneous development of a capable average,
which carries on the course of business and prevents it from
becoming entirely dependant upon the chance appearance of great
individuals.



253
Great individuals often destroy more than they have built because
of the vacuum that their death leaves in the stream of events.



254
One’s first duty is to do something oneself; the second—less
pretentious, but more difficult and greater in long range effect—is
to create a tradition, to train others to continue one’s work, its
rhythm and spirit, to release a stream of uniform activity that no
longer requires the original leader in order to stay in form.



255
To create a tradition is to eliminate chance.  A tradition breeds a
high average on which the future may count with confidence—not
a Caesar but a senate, not a Napoleon but an incomparable officer
corps.  A strong tradition attracts talents from all sides and
achieves great successes with limited abilities.



256
Political strength, without which there can be no economic success
in the long run, is not only comprised of money, cannons, and
treaties, but in growing measure of the presence of personalities
who, by means of their superiority, represent real power and are
able to replace the anonymous power of large numbers.



257
We are now embarking upon an age in which the form of foreign
policy as it has developed for centuries, suprapersonal and
characterized somehow by the worlds “constitution,” “legitimacy,”
“political tradition,” and “diplomatic style,” is changing into a form
that arises from the characters of individuals.



258
I foresee in the course of the twentieth century a historical epoch,
indeed one that is economically and politically historical, in which
it will be less a question of nations and constitutions, still less of
dictates and treaties, but rather increasingly and always more
decisively a question of great names, whose ring will found empires
and win spiritual battles.



On Classes and Professions

259
The more fully a nation represents culture…and the more
definitely she is shaped and molded in a genuinely civilized
fashion, the more numerous the divisions of class and rank in her
structure, with respectful distances between them, from the rooted
peasantry up to the ruling classes of urban society.  Here the high
level of form, tradition, education, custom, and the inborn
superiority of the leading families, groups, and personalities are
important to the life and fate of the whole.



260
“Society”…means culture, good form in even the smallest mental
and behavioral trait, good form which has been instilled into entire
families through generations of training, a strict view of life and
propriety, which permeates the collective existence with a
thousand duties and obligations, never expressed and rarely
consciously perceived.



261
This is the prerequisite for social existence: What arises in the
upper classes through talent and inner strength must be bred and
ennobled through strictness of form and rigor of custom, in order
that this form itself may henceforth be passed on and represented
in the sons and grandsons.  A living society continually renews
itself through valuable blood, which flows in from below and from
outside.  The inner strength of the living form is demonstrated by
the amount it can admit, refine, and assimilate without becoming
unstable.



262
Everything that is called duty, the prerequisite for all genuine law
and the substance of every noble custom, can be traced back to
honor.  The farmer has his honor, as does every craftsman; the
merchant and the officer, the official, and the old princely families
all have their honor.  He who has none, who “sets no store” in
standing respectably before himself as well as his peers, is
“common”; he is the opposite of noble in the view of every
genuine society.



263
The fundamental principle underlying all living custom is honor. 
Everything else is contained in it: loyalty, bravery, chivalry, self-
control, determination.  And honor is a matter of blood, not
intellect.  If one has to think about it one is already without honor. 
To lose one’s honor is to be rendered worthless for history and
life.  The honor of a class, a family, a husband and wife, a people,
and a nation; the honor of farmers, soldiers, even of bandits, means
that an individual’s life is worth something, that it has historic
merit, distinction, and nobility.



264
There is a very definite code of professional honor among
merchants, artisans, and farmers, with subtle and yet no less
definite shadings for the store owner, exporter, banker,
entrepreneur, miner, sailor, engineer…No one has written this code
down, yet it exists; like class mores such codes differ everywhere
and in all ages, and they are always binding only within the circle
of members.  Besides the aristocratic virtues of loyalty, bravery,
chivalry, and comradeship, not unknown to the professionals, we
find sharply defined views on the values of diligence, success, and
work, as well as a feeling of distance.



265
The preservation of its honor is the right of every nation conscious
of its dignity.  It is the most precious thing that an individual, a
husband or wife, a family, a class, or a nation can defend or lose. 
He who does not perceive this is already without honor.  He who
tolerates an injury to his personal honor or that of his class or
nation has really none to lose.  A legal system that does not
vouchsafe protection of personal honor is materialistic and thereby
dispenses with spiritual dignity.



266
Every genuine aristocracy is set apart not only by blood but by
certain instincts: command, organization, negotiation, the feeling of
personal responsibility—in short, by its superiority in all spheres
of practical public life.



267
An old family is not simply a line of forbears—we all have
ancestors—but forbears who for generations lived upon the
summits of history and who not only had a fate but were fate.  In
their blood the form of events was cultivated to perfection through
centuries of experience.



268
Aristocracy, the expression of a strong race, is the real political
class; and breeding, not schooling, is the real political education. 
Every great politician exhibits something aristocratic in his feeling
of vocation and obligation.



269
The courage of a military unit depends upon confidence in its
leadership, an automatic suspension of criticism.  It is the officer
who makes heroes.



270
The peasant, independent of all the culture nesting in the cities, is
the eternal man.  Limited to earthbound occupations and capacities,
impassive, procreating from generation to generation, he precedes
and outlives culture; his soul is mystical, his intellect dry and fixed
on practical matters; his blood is the source of the history made in
cities.



271
The peasant is without history.  The village stands outside of
history, and all development from the Trojan War to the
Mithraditic War and from the Saxon emperors to the World War
passes over these small specks on the landscape, occasionally
destroying them, using up their blood, but without touching their
core.



272
The peasant class nourishes mankind; it is the root of culture,
which reaches deep into mother earth and impassively and
assiduously draws to itself all the juices and sends them upward,
where the stem and the crown shoot up into the light of history. 
With the nourishment the peasant class extracts from the earth it
serves life, and also with its own blood, which flows into the
upper classes over the centuries, there to take on the form of these
classes and to uphold their existence.



273
The intent of sea voyages has always been the same: to wander
upon the “watery paths of the restless seas,” answerable to no
authority but one’s own, in search of a better and richer life
without servile work; to choose a home, which for the peasant is
the inherited soil but for the seafarer is sought and found through
freedom of movement and the free, enlarged horizon of life, until in
the end the ship, the sea itself, becomes his home.



274
Trade is war, carried on by means of intellectual superiority; for
this reason some men have always hated and despised it; basically,
however, this is only because blockheads have only their fists for
weapons and value their strength alone.



275
Trade, with its intellectual methods, closely resembles diplomacy;
industry and agriculture, with their great affinity for administration
and organization, do not.



276
Industry, navigation, trade, and all other branches of the economy
rise and fall with the personal influence of individual talents.  And
this freedom is endangered as much by corporations as by
governmental control.  Both replace the free will of the creative
individual with a plan.  Both inhibit the rise of those who are
capable, because it is more convenient to work with mediocrity.



277
There is work for leaders and work for executives, and industry
exists only when the two are combined.  They cannot be separated;
each one ceases without the other.  Opposed to and very different
from both are the profits of speculation; they produce nothing, but
presuppose production and feed upon it.



278
Enterprise makes manual labor possible.  In the same way
discovery, invention, calculation, and realization of new methods
are the creative activities of talented minds, which result in the
executive labor of those who are not creative.



279
Because they come from aristocracy, officers, and judges form
classes, whereas officials form a profession; because they come
from the priesthood, scholars form a class, whereas artists form a
profession.  In the former, conscience and sense of honor derive
from the class; in the latter, from achievement.



280
The official embodies the majesty of the state.  From this fact flow
his duties and rights, beginning with his strict outer bearing and
conduct, which penetrate even the smallest traits of his conscience
and private life, and ending with silent self-sacrifice for that to
which his life is dedicated.



281
The enormous importance of the education of the officials’ class
rests in the fact that nearly one-sixth of the population somehow
belongs to this class, and it is universally respected, envied, and
imitated; thus, its education amounts to that of the entire nation
and is perhaps more effective than that of the schools because it
shapes activity and behavior.



282
Society is based on the inequality of men.  This is a fact of nature. 
There are all sorts of temperaments: strong and weak, creative and
uncreative, honorable, lazy, ambitious, quiet, those suited to
leadership and those unsuited to it.  Each one has its place in the
organization of the whole.  The more important a culture is and the
more closely it resembles an organism the greater the diversity in
its constructive elements—the diversity, not the contrasts, for the
latter are only introduced by the intellect.



283
There is…a natural difference in rank between those who are born
to rule and those who are born to serve, between leaders and
followers.  It clearly exists, and in healthy times and populations it
is clearly recognized by everyone.



284
No capable farm hand would think of regarding the farmer as his
equal, and no foreman will tolerate a tone of equality on the part of
his unskilled laborers.  These are natural feelings in human
relationships.  “Equal rights” are against nature.



285
The healthy man instinctively perceives that it is natural to keep
his distance.



286
A plebian is not one whose position is low, but one who feels low.



287
The idea of the class struggle (liberal as well as Bolshevik) was the
creation of men who had aspired to a higher social class or who
were members of one whose ethical demands they could not meet. 
Marx was a frustrated bourgeois—hence his hatred of the
bourgeoisie.  And the same applies to all the others: jurists, literati,
professors, and priests.  They chose professions for which they
had no calling.  That is the psychological prerequisite for
professional revolutions.



288
The greatest victory Marx won over his opponents was the
universal acceptance of the concepts “employee” and
“employer”…which contain the charge that only the one works
and not the other, and that the latter lives on the work of the
former.  This ethical antithesis with its implicit contempt for work
does not apply in a state in which everyone works.



289
The concept of the “proletarian” excludes joy in one’s work.  A
laborer who can do something and is proud of his achievement does
not consider himself a proletarian.



290
There is higher and lower work.  This can be neither denied nor
altered; it is an expression of the fact that culture exists.  The
higher the development of a culture and the greater its creative
power, the wider the difference between authoritative and
subordinate activity of every sort becomes, whether it be political,
economic or artistic.



291
There is work for which one must have an inner calling, and work
one must do for livelihood because one is capable of nothing
better.  There is work of which only a few first rate persons are
capable, and work whose entire value consists in its duration and
quantity.  One is born to do one kind or another.  That is fate.



292
The silly maxim, “All the wheels will stand stock still if it is your
strong arm’s will,” clouds the thinking of babblers and scribblers. 
A billy goat that blunders into the machinery can make the wheels
stand still.  But only a few are born with the capacity to invent
them and to keep them busy, so that the “strong arm” can support
itself.



293
If Marx had understood the meaning of Prussian labor, of activity
for its own sake, as a service for “everyone” and not just for the
doer, as a duty that ennobles regardless of the kind of work, his
Manifesto would probably never have been written.



On Ownership

294
Ownership is a characteristic feature of all life.  When an oak
strikes root somewhere, the very fact that it does so constitutes
“title” to the ground, upon which no other tree may or can grow. 
This is a symbol of ownership one should ponder deeply…in
order to consider for once what the original meaning of ownership
was.



295
“Owning” begins with the plant and continues in the history of
civilized man for precisely as long as he has certain plant-like
characteristics.  For this reason ownership in its truest sense is
always ownership of land, and the impulse to convert earnings into
land is always evidence of a man of good character.



296
In the deeper sense “property” is always immovable.  It really
belongs to the possessor.  It is a thing rather than an investment in
things such as mere wealth, which can only be assessed
quantitatively and is actually homeless.  Thus, families on the way
up always aspire to land as the original form of immovable
property, and those on the way down try to convert it into cash.



297
A beast of prey is everyone’s enemy.  It tolerates no equal in its
hunting ground.  This is the root of the concept of sovereign
ownership.  Ownership is the domain in which one exercises
unlimited power—power achieved by fighting, power defended
against one’s equals, power maintained victoriously.



298
Ownership is absolute control over something.  When a toy that a
child has received for Christmas is taken away from him after the
holidays and locked in a closet “to be saved for later,” the child
rightly feels that this is an encroachment on his ownership;
although he legally remains in possession, he is in fact
dispossessed because free use of the object has been taken from
him.



299
A farmhouse is the great symbol of “settledness.”  Homestead
itself is a plant; it sinks its roots deep into its “own” soil.  Abiding
poetically, it represents ownership in its most venerable sense.



300
Genuine property consists of that which has grown to be an
intrinsic part of a person: the weapons of a Germanic warrior,
which he takes into the grave with him; the holdings of a peasant,
which have been worked by his forefathers; the business of a
merchant of the old school, which bears the name of his family; the
workshop and trade of a genuine artisan—something whose value
to its owner cannot be expressed in money, but consists in a bond,
the destruction of which attacks his very existence.



301
Ownership is a culture which has a tradition of ownership…means
inner superiority; it lends distinction to whole classes of men.  Not
much is needed for it: a small, well-kept farm; a skilled, respectable
trade; a tiny garden, visibly tended with love; the clean house of a
miner; a few books or reproductions of ancient art.  The important
thing is that these things are part of someone’s personal world and
are permeated with his personality.  True possessions are spiritual,
and only to that extent are they genuine culture.  To give them
monetary value is somehow a misunderstanding or desecration.  To
divide them after the death of the owner is a kind of murder.



302
Ego and will go together.  Ownership is will, judgment.  He who
interferes with the free disposition of my property attacks my ego.



303
Ownership means that a man rules something absolutely, and in the
Germanic sentiment, whose strength of will is the greatest known
heretofore in history, the instinct for ownership is consequently
stamped with passion to a degree that others—southern nations,
for example—have never attained.



304
Property does not have to be an object; someone who “holds” a
high office, as Bismark held the chancellorship, regards it as his
property and feels that he is robbed when he is ousted.



305
Tools and works (paintings, buildings, deeds, thoughts) have
souls.  Thus, ownership is more than a physical relationship.  My
things contain my soul.  The spirit of my sword is part of my own
strength.  Only when something is given away does my soul
withdraw from it in order to make room for the soul of the
receiver.  The stolen object is an enemy to the thief.



306
Ownership is an extension of the personality…He who has no
instinct for possession lacks personality.



307
The right of inheritance should stand at the top of property law. 
The Germanic idea of property cannot be separated from the
Germanic concept of the family, and if property is defined as that
which is exclusively subordinate to the individual’s will…then the
will which has to be protected is that which is expressed in the
right of inheritance.  Without this, possessions are simply loans.



308
A man wants fine sons who will continue his name and work and
develop them after his death, just as he feels himself to be the heir
to the name and work of his ancestors.  That is the Nordic idea of
immortality.

For this reason the concept of inheritance cannot be separated from
Germanic marriage.  If the concept of ownership deteriorates, the
concept of the family loses its meaning.  To turn against the one is
to attack the other.



309
Ownership is a gift, not a burden, and few have it.  It is something
that has been cultivated generation after generation…The
important thing is not how much, but what one has and how one
has it.  Mere quantity in itself is common.



310
Wealth is not only a prerequisite for superiority, it is above all the
consequence and expression of it; not only through the way in
which it was acquired, but through the way in which it is used in
creating genuine culture.



311
Wealth, which accumulates in a few hands and in the leading
classes, is among other things the prerequisite for the education of
generations of leading minds.  This education takes place through a
highly developed environment, without which there can be no
healthy economic life and no development of political talents.



312
Without economic wealth in the hands of a few, a “wealth” of fine
arts and elegant custom is impossible, not to speak of the luxury of
philosophy, of theoretical rather than practical thinking.  Economic
poverty immediately drags intellectual and artistic poverty in its
wake.



313
Culture is unthinkable without relatively high standards of living. 
The new generation of scientists, artists, technologists demands
intellectual refinement, which implies that even its fathers and
mothers were exempt from the struggle for existence.



314
All abstract meditation on economic concepts—that is, removed
from economic experience—if carried to its final conclusion with
courage and honesty, somehow leads to arguments against state and
private ownership…only lack of vision spares these materialists
from seeing that what they end up with is what they were trying
to abolish: communism realized in authoritarian bureaucracy. 

In order to realize their ideal they need a dictatorship, a reign of
terror, armed might, the inequality of masters and slaves, those
who command and those who obey.



315
Ownership is not only a right, it is a duty.  The responsibility of…
owners in the old sense of the word (not stockholders or market
speculators, but artisans, industrialists, factory owners, farmers) is
based on their not regarding their work as a purely economic
activity.  In its broader scope, every economic activity has a
political aspect.



316
Ownership obligates.  Ownership—if it is endowed with the moral
seriousness with which Germans view the notion—contains in
itself a kind of socialism…Use your property as though it had
been entrusted to you by the people.  Regard it as an embodiment
of power relationships, which can provide work and happiness if it
is used properly.



Miscellaneous Thoughts

317
People no longer know how to read.  Still extant in Goethe’s time,
the art of reading has died out.  Most readers cheapen the books
they read by merely skimming them.



318
“Culture” begins…with the knowledge of reading and writing,
whether one does it himself or has someone write for him and read
to him.  Because of this knowledge the store of inherited culture,
which has been shaped by other minds and written down, is at the
disposal of everyone’s consciousness.  The written word is the
memory of all advanced cultures and is acquired by the individual
in the course of his life and in accordance with his personality…He
whose inner life never transcends the present and who thinks only
in terms of current opinion is uncultured.



319
Writing is a great symbol of distance—not only of physical
distance, but also and above all of duration, the future, the desire
for eternity.  Speaking and listening take place only in the here and
now, but the written word is a means of speaking to men who one
has never seen or who have not yet been born, a means whereby a
man’s voice can still be heard centuries after his death.  Writing is a
necessary condition of historical endowment.



320
The languages of culture are the languages of history.  The outcome
of every historical event and the development of every political
institution have been determined in part by the spirit of the
language employed in the process, and they in turn have influenced
the spirit and form of the language.  Latin sentence structure is a
result of the Roman battles; the necessity for governing conquered
peoples molded the thinking of the Roman nation.  Even today
German prose with its lack of norms bears traces of the Thirty
Years’ War.



321
Germany owes more than she suspects to the thorough pursuit of
Latin in her schools during the last century: her intellectual
discipline, her talent for organization, her technology.  The
intellectual rigor achieved through long years of the daily, pedantic
habit of translating into the most disciplined language of all has
since become a working tradition in laboratories, workshops, and
offices, even for those who did not receive this training.



322
We see an artistic form, but we do not know what has generated it
in the soul of another.  All we can do is believe in it, and we believe
by identifying our own soul with it.  No matter how clear the
words in which a religion preaches, they are words, and the listener
adds his own meaning.  No matter how impressive the notes and
colors of an artist’s work, the observer sees and hears in them only
himself.  If he cannot do this, the work is meaningless for him.



323
I understand great art only in the sense of a great faith.  Faith
defines the arts; it even eliminates entire forms.



324
In music, humans find ineffable magic and a truly redeeming power,
because it is the only art whose resources lie outside the visible
world (which for us has long since come to mean the world itself). 
Only music can remove us from the world, shatter the metallic
power of light’s dominion, and inspire in us the sweet deception
that here we are touching the ultimate mystery of the soul.



325
A tombstone by the great Dutchman who worked on the kings’
tombs at St. Denis after 1260, a portrait of Holbein, Titian,
Rembrant, or Goya, is a biography; a self-portrait is historical
confession.



326
The more important the life of an individual the more perfectly it
represents the symbolism of the times, so that ultimately a single
action, like Goethe’s Werther, characterizes an age.



327
What is singing?  A game for the voice.  What is the dance?  A game
for the body.  What is drawing?  A game for the hand.  What is a
game?  Activity, released from purpose.

And still another game is the game of chance: to challenge fate, to
risk everything for no purpose (the ancient Germans), to make a
game of the battle of life out of love for danger.



328
Culture implies an excessive intensification of the depth and
strictness of expressive form and ceremony in all fields; for each
person it consists of a life of religious, moral, social, and artistic
education and training.  For this reason a high degree of form is
achieved in the great arts, in the great churches, mysteries, and
orders, in the society of aristocratic classes; this is one of the
wonders of mankind, and at the height of its demands it ultimately
breaks.  The phrase for this is… “back to nature.”



329
The influence of a genuine educator lies in what he is rather than in
what he says.  This is the way in which every good society has
always educated.  The eye learns faster and better than the mere
intellect.



330
All great symbols are spiritual and can be understood only in their
highest forms.  The private life of a pope bears no relation to the
idea of the papacy.



331
Again and again the historian is astonished by how little humans
learn from the experience of history, that even leading statesmen
fail to recognize the goals of others until they have been attained. 
Thus was the rise of Napoleon possible and Japan’s ascent to the
leading position of power in the Orient.



332
The stupidity of a theory has never impeded its influence.



333
Experience essentially means bad experience.



334
There are people who cannot part with anything, who keep every
letter, every book, even their childhood toys, so that they are
surrounded by a monstrous collection of junk, which they drag
along in trunks and lockers from one home to another.  I call that a
sense of history.  And carried over onto a large scale, it is
Egyptianism.



335
Even a good idea is worth little when it is expressed by a
blockhead.



336
How senseless are monuments!  If we knew nothing about ancient
art it would never have occurred to us to carve famous men out of
marble and put them in public places, where icicles hang from their
noses in December.



337
Attic as well as Shakespearian drama developed not only from an
idea but to a very great extent from the mores and customs of the
time.  A culture that is predisposed to the theater is necessary to
the genesis of a national drama.  Corneille, Racine, and Moliere are
inconceivable without Paris and Versailles; Sophocles would have
accomplished nothing in Sparta or Thebes.



338
Within the confines of a great tradition even the insignificant artist
achieves perfection, because living art unites him with his task.



339
L’art pour l’art means art for the art trade.  “Pure art” has only
existed since works of art have been traded without regard for their
practical value.



340
A good educator should always be a good judge of human nature. 
But it is precisely such persons who are never inclined to be
educators.



341
Domestic animals are civilized animals.  Man makes them resemble
himself.



342
The passion of the inventor has nothing to do with its
consequences.  It is his personal drive, his personal happiness and
sorrow.  He wants to enjoy the triumph over difficult problems,
the wealth and fame that his success brings him.  It is nothing to
him whether his invention is useful or dangerous, creative or
destructive (even if he were able to know this in advance).



343
All things impulsive—an expert’s eye for men and situations, belief
in a star (something quite different from the conviction that his
viewpoint is right) held by all men of action, the instinctive
reaction to crises, and the unshakable clear conscience that justifies
every end and every means—all these things are denied the
contemplative man.



344
Intelligence is the substitution of a skillful exercise in thinking for
instinctive practical knowledge—something meager.  The intelligent
faces of all races resemble each other.  Race does not show in them.



345
All revolutionaries are without humor.



346
Only threats are frightening; one soon comes to terms with facts.



347
Politics and business—the arts of attaining practical success
through cunning—are both substitutes for war.  The nature of all
diplomacy is businesslike; that of all business, diplomatic.



348
Every revolution weakens a country’s position in regard to its
neighbors, and statesmen of Bismarck’s caliber are needed, if only
to make up for this.



349
The victor in a revolution is never a single class (here 1789 has
been misunderstood), but an idea that carries everyone forward.  In
1789 they called themselves the bourgeoisie, but every true
Frenchman was and still is a bourgeois.  Every true German is a
worker.



350
Rome’s domination of the world was a negative phenomenon; it
was not the result of a surplus of power on its side—after Zama
the Romans no longer had this—but of a lack of resistance on the
other.  The Romans did not really conquer the world; they merely
took possession of that which was available to anyone.  The
Roman Empire did not arise because the Romans exerted
themselves militarily and financially as they did against Carthage,
but because the peoples of the Orient relinquished their self-
determination.



351
World politics destroys those countries that are not up to it.



352
Today as always only the politically strong are protected by
treaties, including economic ones.



353
In the West two decorations were true distinctions because they
were symbols of great historical situations: the Cross of the Legion
of Honor in Napoleon’s reign and the Iron Cross in the three great
Prussian wars.  These decorations exhalted not only those who
wore them but the nations that conferred them as symbols of their
honor.  All others are, as Napoleon rightly said, toys for grown-up
children.



354
There is no nation that wears the cothurnus for centuries.



355
Patience, not resignation, is the virtue of conquered nations.



356
Every great thing perishes if its heirs are petty.



357
The wealth of birth in primitive populations is a natural
phenomenon, the very existence of which no one thinks about, let
alone its advantages or disadvantages.  Where reasons for
questioning the existence of life enter human consciousness, life
itself has already become questionable.



358
For the man of quality the only true and terrible death is death
without heirs.  He who lives on in his sons and grandsons does not
die completely.  But for the true priest it is a question of media
vita in morte sumus: his inheritance is spiritual.



359
A marriage in which children are neither desired nor missed is a
concubinage of a male and female bachelor.



360
A real man wants children.  That is his ideal marriage.  A higher
man who creates significant works needs no children, and for this
reason marriage (but not sexual love) is illogical for the genius.



361
Rights result from obligations.  An obligation is the right of another
directed against me.



362
Every limit, including the intellectual, is the mortal enemy of the
will to power.



363
Renunciation of world politics offers no protection from its
consequences.



364
The Germans are a monarchical people, owing to the ancient
Teutonic bent of loyal subordination to a leader recognized by all. 
Their homes in central Europe forced them to unite lest they be
prey to al their neighbors.



365
We Germans are a monarchical people because of our entire past,
our race, our situation.  We require a government that we
confidently allow to rule us with full authority, whether the ruler is
called emperor or chancellor.  The English have been republicans
since the dictatorship of the Norman aristocracy, in spite of the
fact that they decorate their society with a crown.



366
Few can bear a long war without becoming spiritually corrupt; no
one can bear a long peace either.



367
Pacifism means letting the non-pacifist have control.



368
Every truly creative man knows and fears the emptiness that
follows the completion of a work.



369
Every form, every shape, is a limitation.



370
A review is written so that a book may find readers who are more
clever than the reviewer.
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